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In recent years, with the rapid development of financial industry in the western 
developed countries, commercial banks gradually introduce the advanced 
management concepts and emerging varieties of credit and tools. They use the 
advanced credit management system to improve the management level in order to 
meet the maximum customers' needs.  
The domestic financial market opens widely,commercial bank faces huge 
pressure and challenge.As as important part of commercial bank,credit 
business.have to adjust to fit this change.But traditional management of credit have 
lots of disadvantages such as lack of information,uncertainties of data,these makes 
the traps one of the development of commercial bank.In order to enhance 
management of credit,manager all credit information,the potential risk in credit 
business and integrated all workflows in one platform,this paper focuses on the the 
design and method of a create an credit information management system for a 
commercial bank. 
The system，based on customer management，treating credit risk management 
as the core，meeting the needs of the credit intensive management and standard 
management，integrates the management of bank credit flow and information flow 
and its core management is to implement the workflow management. Besides, the 
system carries out the needs analysis from the reality of bank, and then maintains 
and rates customer information and designs credit loans, approval and daily business 
processing. Finally, the system is tested to ensure its stability and integrity. 
This system is developed on the J2EE platform which is stable and expansible. 
This thesis also shows the workflow to build the system as well as the workflow of 
software testing. The thesis comes up with credit management system to suit to the 
aim of bank development through based on improving the validity of band credit 
management system and researching deeply on financial system. It uses workflow to 















the electronic approval mode including financial credit, bill discount, credit business, 
the integration service mode of loan management and achieve the integration 
management mode of loan approval management and bank settlement control. 
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高低，灵活设置业务流程，如图 1-1 所示。 
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